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lib has a CmDongleSelector, which allows a user to select a device (such as an SD card) to be used as the smart card with the microcontroller. The CmDongle also contains a bridge between the smart card and the microcontroller. There is also a CmDongle I/O interface for connecting external devices to the microcontroller. Wibu .lib supports communicating with the microcontroller through the
standard AHCI (Advanced Host Controller Interface) bus, which is compatible with most other smart card emulators. As the device tree contains all the necessary information, Wibu- .lib requires no additional configuration to communicate with the microcontroller. Hardware Interfaces ------------------- The AHCI interface allows the microcontroller to be accessed over USB. This allows for multiple
operating systems to be emulated, and for other capabilities such as data logging. ![Wibu-HCI(V3) Components](images/Wibu_HCI_V3.png){width="\columnwidth"} \[fig:Wibu\_HCI\_V3\] Figure \[fig:Wibu\_HCI\_V3\] shows a block diagram of the hardware interfaces in Wibu- .lib. The WibuHID(V3) driver is provided in the standard .lib package, which is created automatically by the Wibu- .lib
install script. It is responsible for handling all the hardware interrupts generated by the Wibu- .lib interface and is only loaded once in any running application. USB --- The WibuUSB(V3) driver supports all USB versions (v1.1, v2.0, v3.0). WibuUSB is installed as a child process to the current running application and therefore will remain open and accepting connections even if it crashes or the
application terminates. The driver registers itself as a device driver and makes use of the standard DeviceIoControl methods. DHCP ---- The WibuDHCPServer(V3) driver provides DHCP support through a standard WNetDHCP(V3) class. The WNetDHCP(V3) class allows clients to register themselves for DHCP service through a shared memory location. The server registers itself to the client’s
registry and will return 82157476af
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